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ExhIbITION 
MARCO DEL RE
The Galerie Maeght is 
pleased to present a solo 
exhibition by Marco Del Re, 
entitled Invitation au Voyage 
(Invitation to travel), from 
April 20 to June 24, 2017. 
More than thirty works 
are presented, mainly 
oils on canvas and hand-
embellished linocuts. The 
exhibition is accompanied 
by an eponymous title, 
with texts written by 
Vénus Khoury-Ghata and her 
daughter Yasmine Ghata. 
This exhibition also includes 
a book on biliophillia, 
Poème Malthais, written by 
Ivan Alechine, for which 
Marco Del Re has made 
thirteen original lithographs.

« TO pLAY wITh ThE hIsTORY 
Of ART… I COULD NOT 
ThINK Of ANYThING ELsE, IT 
Is AN ObsEssION. » 

The work of Marco Del re allows 
the mind to nourish itself and 
to remember. each canvas 
offers itself as a journey through 
time and through the great 
artistic movements. each is an 
ode to architecture, painting, 
poetry music and theatre. in 
invitation au Voyage, the periods 
intertwine. each detail has its own 
importance and significance. 
The eye traverses the canvas, 
analyzes it, and searches for 
its hidden meaning. There is 
no imposed reading; the artist 
opens the universe of possibilities 
where the experience and the 
references of each one influence 
the feelings and interpretations…

Les élégies romaines, 2016. 
Oil on canvas Diptych, 203 x 319 cm. 
© Galerie Maeght, paris.

A GRAND TOUR Of 
ThE hIsTORY ART

17th century educational trips 
were a common practice of the 
great european nobility. Following 
their studies, young men went 
to visit europe to perfect their 
knowledge of humanity and 
the arts. The tour of italy was 
inevitable. With this new series, 
Marco Del re takes us to the 
heart of italy; its cities built on ruins 
and its artists. He pays tribute to 
all those who have drawn their 
sources, creative in the vestiges of 
the Greco-roman civilization. A 
name that stands out particularly 
is that of Goethe, who dedicated 
his famous elegies to rome and 
of which the German painter, 
Tischbein, left an astonishing 
portrait of Goethe sitting among 
the ruins in the roman countryside. 
The face of the German 
philosopher regularly punctuates 
the invitation au Vogage. 

Idole VI, 2016. 
Oil on canvas. 70 x 100 cm. 
© Galerie Maeght, paris.



INTERIORs, ECLIpsEs,  
NOCTURNEs AND CApRICCI

in the style of the capricci, 
Marco Del re transports us in a 
romantic and fantasized universe. 
A story is told where structures 
and ornaments converge. 
« The landscapes in which the 
characters put their footprint », 
specifies Vénus Khoury-Ghata 
and Yasmine Ghata. There is no 
connection, no valued judgment, 
simply interactions between the 
being and its environment. in 
the interiors, the female figure, 
often undressed, draws our gaze 
towards the landscapes of the 
Antique genre. in contrast, man 
imposes his presence in the 
series Carpriccio, where he takes 
the emphasis on the scenes.

Le rideau vert, 2016. 
Oil on canvas. 35 x 24 cm. 
© Galerie Maeght, paris.

ThE pLEAsURE Of pAINTING

Beyond the exercise of style, 
Marco Del re pays tribute to the 
tradition of italian painting. The 
techniques used by the artist, here, 
have importance. Such is the 
contrast of the nocturnes, where 
the sharp, icy white line on a 
black background of linocut is 
interrupted by the agression of oil 
painting coming as a blade of light 
sweeping through the night… 

La Nuit, 2016. 
Oil on canvas. 203,5 x 159,5 cm. 
© Galerie Maeght, paris.

pROJECTION
The exhibition will be 
accompanied by the 
screening of the film directed 
by Eric Alexandre and 
produced by the Galerie 
Maeght. The film brings the 
viewer into the universe 
of the workshop from 
conception to the setting 
up of the monumental 
fresco Le Madri italiane by 
Marco Del Re created in 
2016 for the poudrière du fort 
du bard, south of the Valle 
d’Aosta, in the north of Italy 
a few kilometers from Turin.



On the occasion of this new 
exhibition, Maeght editeur 
publishes invitation au Voyage, a 
book drawn with 1000 copies, with 
a view of the works of Marco Del 
Re and the original texts of Vénus 
Khoury-Ghata and Yasmine Ghata.

About Vénus Khoury-Ghata 
Poet, novelist and writer, Vénus 
Khoury-Ghata has been influenced by 
surrealism, and has kept a vagabond 
of the imagination as the taste for 
the unusual. She is now one of the 
greatest names in contemporary 
French literature. Born in lebanon, 
Vénus Khoury-Ghata developed a 
very special appetite for poetry at a 
young age. After studying at the Beirut 
High School of literature, she worked 
as a journalist and published her first 
collection of poems. now living in paris, 
Vénus Khoury-Ghata has met many 
poets with whom she befriended, such 
as : Georges-emmanuel Clancier, 
Alain Bosquet, robert Sabatier, Jean 
Orizet  and Jean rousselot. Marked 
by her country of origin, her work 
is situated at the crossroads of two 
worlds, the east and the West. The 
taste for the parable and the violent 
light is reminiscent of sumptuous 
images. Vénus Khoury-Ghata has 
published more than thirty books and 
has been awarded numerous literary 
prizes (Goncourt prize for poetry, 
Grand prix of poetry of the French 
Academy, prix renaudot du poche ; 
Grand prix of poetry of the society of 
the people of letters,…). Her work is 
translated into many languages.

About Yasmine Ghata
Daughter of the writer Vénus 
Khoury-Ghata, Yasmine Ghata also 
developed a taste for writing at an 
early age. After the studies of art 
history at Sorbonne and the School of 
the louvre, Yamine Ghata started to 
work in the art market, specifically with 
islamic art. After that, she became 
a novelist. Her first work ; la nuit 
des calligraphes (The night of the 
Calligraphers) immediately achieved 
a grand success. Translated in thirteen 
languages, the work is rewarded 
with plentiful prizes like The prize of 
dicovery prince piere of Monaco, The 
Cavour Prize (Italy), The Kadmos Prize 
(lebanon). She has since published 
four works, such as Muette, a story 
which relates the death of her father 
and the dark period followed.

MEETING wITh 
VéNUs KhOURY-GhATA 
AND YAsMINE GhATA



The invitation to Travel (l’invitation 
au voyage) proposed by 
Galerie Maeght for this exhibition 
navigates us to Malta with the 
publication of a book of bibliophilie 
poème maltais. The text, signed 
by ivan Alechine pays homage to 
the Mediterranean islands where 
the author has spent a part of his 
life. Following Maeght’s tradition of 
printing, this work contains thirteen 
original lithographs of Marco 
Del Re, in an edition of 75 on BFK 
Rives. The first 15 copies contain 
two series on Japanese paper.

About Ivan Alechine
ivan Alechine, poet and photographer, 
is the author of an artwork marked by 
the trip, which is sometimes situated in 
the real in the form of report, sometimes 
detached from the world, like a kind of 
poetic readymade. Son of the painter 
pierre Alechinsky, ivan Alechine spent 
his childhood and adolescence besides 
the last paintings (of Alechinsky) ; the 
surrealist poems and the members 
of the Cobra group. in his youth, he 
wrote a fictional essay, Oldies, which is 
published in 2012 by the Galilée edition. 
At the age of 18, he participated in the 
mission of ethnomusicology in the heart 
of Mongol and democratic republic 
of Congo, which is an expedition that 
produced Tapies and Caries, texts 
and poems published later by the 
Fata Morgana edition in 2005. later, 
on the brink of the years 1990, he 
discovered Mexico, where he resided 
long time and returned many times. 
He lived next to Huichols indians, to 
which he dedicated many impressive 
works, for example, the analogical 
assembly, Trébuchet, on which hovers 
the shadow of Marcel Duchamp, and 
a recent collection of poems The Burial 
of Mexico (enterrement du Mexiaue) 
which is also published by Galilée. He 
returns in 2017 for Maeght Éditeur for 
his days on the archipelago in Malta. 

MALTAN pOEMs 
Of IVAN ALEChINE  
ILLUsTRATED bY MARCO  
DEL RE



AbOUT 
MARCO DEL RE
Marco Del Re recounts, in his own distant and ironic 
way, the history of art through his work. 
Through his works, he depicts forms of architecture, sprawling 
cities, italian « piazzas »,  and landscapes ravaged by 
industrialization. His works allude to and elaborate on the 
history of art. More recently, he has taken it upon himself 
to dissect the main themes of paintings : the female figure 
(creating a group of muses or nude women), primitive 
art, (Lascaux, 2011), studio spaces, interiors, flora and 
fauna (Tools, 2005), and mediterranean landscapes…
 
Marco Del Re also loves to work with other 
artisans to create new forms of expression. 
He experiments with a diverse range of materials and techniques ; 
woodwork, where he incorporates painting into his pieces, 
engravings on coated surfaces, as well as executing high reliefs 
on slate. He inscribes on plaster, paints on marble, and draws on 
different types of papers. He has created a series on nepalese 
paper, pieces woven into tapestries, porcelain from limoges, 
a piano that he designed for pleyel, all in addition to the range 
of jewelry he designed specifically for the Galerie Maeght. 
 
Monumental frescoes. 
The works of Marco Del re can be seen all over the world, with 
one of the most famous places being the entrance hall of the 
Salle Pleyel in Paris, where Del Re created three magnificent high 
reliefs on engraved plaster for the reopening in 2006. in addition 
to this, he designed for the Fontaine Gaillon, Gerard Depardieu’s 
restaurant in paris, a fresco for pierre Gagnaire’s restaurant in 
Seoul,  the decorations (the ceiling and other paintings) in the 
bar of the Burgundy Hotel in paris and the six entrances of the 
illôt Bonnac in Bordeaux in 2009 as well. in 2010, he created two 
frescos for the new intensive care wing at the Salpêtrière Hospital.
recently, he designed the ceiling of the Hotel royal 
evian’s restaurant and released last year « le Madri 
italiane », a new monumental relief especially created 
for the Forte di Bard, Aosta Valley, italie. 

Marco Del Re 
in front of his artwork 
« Erato humana Est » 

at salle pleyel, 
paris in 2016. 

© Galerie Maeght, paris.



The Galerie Maeght opened with 
an exhibition of Henri Matisse 
in December 1945. From 1946, 
Bonnard, Braque, Matisse, 
Marchand, rouault, and Baya were 
exhibited for the first time at the 
gallery. in 1956, paule and Adrien 
Maeght opened their own gallery, 
at 42 rue de Bac in paris, with an 
exhibition by Alberto Giacometti. 
The new generation of « Maeght » 
artists were exhibited there, including 
Kelly, Cortot, Bazaine, Derain, Tal-
Coat, palazuelo, Chillida, ubac, and 
Fiedler. By 1966 Bacon, riopelle, 
Tàpies, rebeyrolle, Bury, Adami and 
Monory were also shown. 
in 1964, Adrien Maeght created 
the ArTe print studios in the 
south of paris where Maeght 
publications are printed. With 
more than 12,000 published titles, 

Maeght editeur is known as the 
most important printer of lithographs 
and engravings in the world.
Today, the Galerie Maeght and the 
bookshop are directed by isabelle 
Maeght. The exhibitions allow 
visitors and collectors to discover 
the works of significant artists such 
as Miro, Calder, Braque, Matisse, 
Chagall, Tàpies, Chillida… and 
discover the works of Gasiorowski, 
rebeyrolle, Monory, Del re, Depin, 
Doerflinger, Couturier, and Levy.
« With all of these new artists, 
we form a chain of friendship 
and passion that has lasted for 
generations. it’s the force behind 
Galerie Maeght and the reason 
for its existence : Drawing from the 
resources of its history to help the 
current talents and to recognize 
their diversity. » – isabelle Maeght.

UNITED sTATEs
Jules Maeght Gallery 
san francisco
february 16 - April 29 2017
The Jules Maeght Gallery 
presents Bitter Creek Sweet 
Water, a group exhibition 
influenced by the nostalgia 
of the American West. The 
exhibition features four local 
artists : Marshall elliott, paul 
Kos, Isabelle Sorrell and 
Christopher upham, who 
engage in a multimedia 
dialogue encompassing 
sculpture, installation, video, 
painting and photography.

pREss 
CONTACTs
façon de penser Agency
Noalig Tanguy, 
Anaëlle saulnier 
and Diane Reverdy
+33 (0) 1 75 43 72 64
galeriemaeghtparis@
facondepenser.com
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